__ teachers use homework, in-class exercises, and quizzes for repetition. The No Child Left __ Act requires standardized tests and yearly progress. Some teachers have developed __ plans that they may even sell to others. Enthusiasm about the subject __ tends to improve student motivation. __ and other visual presentations are good classroom tools. There are several free __ tools and resources for teachers and parents. __-Teacher associations and partnerships promote collaboration. __ language teachers may have lived or studied in another country. Educational __ remains an issue, but salaries have slowly increased. A__ chart may be necessary to separate talkative students. A__ teacher may either observe or lead a class lesson. Teachers enjoy __ off, but most work extra hours the rest of the year. Students can learn using interactive lessons and exercises on the__. Discipline in most schools has moved from __ punishment to detention. __ Arts teachers focus on reading, writing, comprehension, and more. __ Education teachers lead gym classes and focus on improvement. Teachers try to connect with students and hold their__ during lessons. The arrangement of seats and tables in a __ may vary by teacher. Pedagogy is the science and art of__ and instruction. Many teachers prepare their own course __ and worksheets. Some classes use__ as a resource, reading material, or course guide. Teachers also serve as__, peacekeepers, and disciplinarians. __ are a great way to go see real-world applications of the subject. Science teachers may have a__ in the classroom for experiments. Some prefer video projectors or whiteboards to traditional __. Teachers appreciate students who pay attention, study and__. Teachers don't have time for talking, gum or other__. Many schools require ___ development days for their teachers.